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Overview!
!

•“Standard model” cosmology contains ~30% matter!
•5/6 is “dark” (= invisible)!
•No known interactions with photons, electrons...!
•Discovered only by gravitational effects
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Gravitational Evidence for Dark Matter!
- Galaxies in nearby clusters move too fast (Zwicky, 1930s)!
- Flat galactic rotation curves (Rubin, 1970s/80s)!
- Gravitational lensing!
- Structure formation (must be cold DM)!
- Cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy

Planck (2013)



Gravitational Evidence for Dark Matter!
!
The CMB tells us what fraction of the matter was coupled to the 
photon-baryon fluid at early times.  5/6 of it wasn’t. !
!
This is why dark matter cannot be anything baryonic.  !
!
But what is it?



One idea: !
!

The weakly interacting massive particle, or WIMP!
(there are many other ideas…)!



The  WIMP is (for many of us) the 
most compelling candidate.    Why?

Thermal relic freeze-out argument:!
!
In the early universe, everything is creating and 
annihilating all the time, no matter how weakly interacting. !
(because the density and temperature are so high)!
!
As the temperature drops, annihilations win, and the 
density drops exponentially (Boltzmann factor)!
!
When the annihilation timescale ~ age of the Universe, 
particles cannot find each other any more to annihilate, so 
annihilation turns off. !
!



For a thermal relic, the 
density today is inversely 
related to the <ϭv> at the 
time of freeze out. !
!
This implies !
<ϭv> ~ 3x10-26 cm3/s



WIMP Self-interaction?!
!
In most models, WIMPs have some self-interaction.!
(even if only weak interactions via Z boson exchange or via 
fermion loops)!
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WIMP Self-interaction?!
!
In most models, WIMPs have some self-interaction.!
None has been detected. !
Limits from e.g. the Bullet Cluster.!
Other limits from the fact DM halos do not collapse. !
Current limits of order 0.1-1 cm2/g. !
This is still enough to have interesting effects in astrophysics...!



What dark matter likely is not:!
!
A single new particle with a mass and a coupling. !
!
(Simple... perhaps too simple...)



What dark matter could be:!
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•A new particle that is part of a whole new theoretical framework 
(e.g. supersymmetry, universal extra dimensions, etc.)!
•Multiple particles!
•Composite particles!
•Bound by new forces?!
•“Dark sector physics”



What dark matter could be:!
!
•A new particle that is part of a whole new theoretical framework 
(e.g. supersymmetry, universal extra dimensions, etc.)!
•Multiple particles!
•Composite particles!
•Bound by new forces?!
•“Dark sector physics”!
!

• Analogy with neutrinos…
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How to search for WIMP dark matter!
!

- Direct detection (coherent nuclear scattering, detect recoil) !
- Indirect detection (astrophysical detection)!
- Colliders (produce WIMPs or their friends)!



The Milky Way as a dark matter detector!
!

The Galaxy is both source and calorimeter !
(at least for e+e- via IC and synchrotron)!
!

Haslam+ (1982)



The microwave haze!
!

My interest was motivated by the so-called WMAP haze.!
Could this be a signal of WIMP annihilation?

Finkbeiner (2004)



Dust as a cosmological foreground!
- extinction!
- thermal emission!
- spinning dust emission!



WMAP haze!
!

It was a detailed study of the Galactic emission in WMAP that 
led me to realize there was an extra microwave emission 
component with a hard spectrum. !
 !
-> Distinct physical origin?



At the crossroads!
!

The discovery of the haze presented a dilemma:!
!

- Should I pursue this new signal, with the risk that it might 
be wrong or boring?!
!

- Or follow the safer path, studying dust and building 
useful tools.!
!

I did both. 
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This twin approach led to many new results:!
!

I. Dust!
!
- Characterization of spinning dust in CNM, WIM!
- Calibration of SFD, reddening law!
- Improvements to angular resolution of SFD!
- 3-D dust map with Pan-STARRS1!
!

Useful for estimating diffuse gamma-ray emission in the Galaxy.  !
More on this shortly…
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II. Astroparticle physics!
!
- DM model building!
  - XDM 511 keV line!
  - PAMELA e+!
  - “A Theory of Dark Matter”!
  - Direct detection (inelastic, directional)!
!

- Gamma rays!
  - Fermi haze!
  - Fermi bubbles!
  - Cocoon / Jets!
  - 130 GeV feature!
 

Been around 40 years, can safely ignore

Confirmed by AMS-02.  Pulsars?

New force of nature: too contrived?

Nothing found yet…  DAMA-related models ruled out.

Seems real… AGN or starburst?  Room for DM contribution.

Confirmed with additional data

Not confirmed with additional data



Some signals have come and gone. !
Some turned out not to be DM. !
Some linger, with no good explanation. !
!
There has only been one DM signal (in gammas) that looks 
better with time: the ~ GeV-scale excess in the inner Galaxy. !





Dark matter profiles

Daylan+ 2014



Assume the observed gamma-ray map at each energy is a 
linear combination of template maps:

Daylan+ 2014



The residual if we do not include the “NFW” template looks 
like this:

Daylan+ 2014



If we do include it, the spectrum is:

Daylan+ 2014



We can even constrain the slope of the profile

Daylan+ 2014



!
!
Now, the Galactic center (|b| < 1 degree)!
!
model point sources explicitly, including GC source, look for 
excess

Daylan+ 2014



Now, the Galactic center (|b| < 1 degree)

Daylan+ 2014



The spectrum is similar, and show is the implied DM profile

Daylan+ 2014



There is a blob there… and it is round (azimuthally symmetric)

Daylan+ 2014



But we have forced it to have an NFW-like shape. !
Now let’s fix the energy spectrum and let the radial profile float:

Daylan+ 2014



But we have forced it to have an NFW-like shape. !
Now let’s fix the energy spectrum and let the radial profile float:
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OK, so there is some signal there that is not in the Fermi diffuse model.!
What if it is DM?

Daylan+ 2014



OK, so there is some signal there that is not in the Fermi diffuse model.!
What if it is DM?!
!
The implied mass is 20-40 GeV and cross section is just below thermal relic(!)

Daylan+ 2014



So maybe DM is something simple after all.  A WIMP with M=Mz/3, thermal 
relic cross section, and boring annihilation channels.  (so natural… yawn)

Daylan+ 2014



But why can’t it be pulsars?!
Especially millisecond pulsars (MSPs). They shine in gamma rays, and have a 
similar spectrum. 

Daylan+ 2014



The low energy rolloff is a distinguishing feature. 

Daylan+ 2014



The low energy rolloff is a distinguishing feature. !
Also, the spatial distribution (~ r-2.5)!
And the luminosity function



Hooper+ 2013



So, it could be pulsars if pulsars in the bulge have!
- a different energy spectrum,!
- different spatial distribution, and!
- different luminosity function !

than we think. !
!
But at this point we are just inventing a new class of objects.  You can always 
explain the signal with a new class of objects.  In the limit where the objects are 
small and annihilate, we recover the DM scenario. 



Summary:!
!
Reasons to believe:!

- Signal found 4 years ago, keeps getting stronger.!
- Improved analysis (e.g. the CTBCORE cut) makes the result look better.!
- DM model is very simple.!
- Relic cross section is fine, no need for Sommerfeld enhancement, etc.!

!
Reasons to doubt:!

- The inner Galaxy is a confusing place.  Lots of other emission mechanisms.!
- We really don’t know that much about MSPs.!
- We are leaning on the Fermi diffuse model, which was not made for this. 

]



Diffuse model!
!
Indeed, the diffuse model will be an essential part of any claim of astrophysical 
DM detection.  (Even if we find it in the dwarf galaxies, we want confirmation 
from the inner Galaxy). 

]



Dreams of future data:!
!
Suppose we knew the location, luminosity, and metallicity of every star in the 
MW, and the amount of dust and gas in every volume element.  With a model 
of cosmic ray density, we could compute!
!

- The full 6D radiation field of the Galaxy!
- The inverse Compton from electrons scattering the radiation!
- π0 emission from protons hitting the gas/dust!
- bremsstrahlung from electrons hitting the gas/dust!

!
So, how do we make these maps?

]



Pan-STARRS!
(The Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System)!



1.4 billion pixel camera!
1.8m telescope on Haleakala!
3π sr coverage in 5 bands (g,r,i,z,y)!
!



Eugine Magnier (UH IfA), Peter Draper & Nigel Metcalfe (Durham University), ©PS1 Consortium





3-D dust with Pan-STARRS!
!

What can we learn about dust using g,r,i,z,y 
photometry of 500,000,000 stars?!
!

- Distance to specific dust clouds!
- Combine with HI, CO maps to identify distances to 
velocity components!
- 3-D stellar map!
- “Virgo overdensity,” tidal streams, dwarf galaxies...!
- Prelude to GAIA



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS	

!

Greg Green Eddie Schlafly Mario Jurić
Bayesian pundit, !

MCMC connoisseur 
Calibrator in chief! Database guru!
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3-D dust with Pan-STARRS



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS







Do this for many stars. 	

!
Combine 100-1000 stars per pixel to obtain estimate of 
dust along each line of sight.  	

!
Do this for millions of pixels. 









We are already making maps over 3/4 of the !
sky.  DECam will fill in the rest (eventually). !
!

GAIA and LSST will be a big help. 









Conclusions:!
!

- The quest to understand dark matter is far from over. !
- There have been many hints in recent years.  Some fizzle, 

some we just stop talking about. !
- The “Hooper” excess remains, is statistically robust, and 

is ~ simple to explain theoretically. !
- We need confirmation from dwarfs, direct detection, etc.!
- We need a better model of Galactic gamma-ray emission!
- Using PS1, DECam, GAIA, LSST… we can make progress 

towards a better understanding of the MW, and lay the 
groundwork for an actual discovery of dark matter 
emission. !




